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journ, Murray began studies of the most
e≠ective organization of healthcare, 
the first fruits of which have just been 
published in a massive coedited volume 

titled Health Systems Performance Assessment.
Bohen, who will take on the grittier

details, is a veteran of multidisciplinary
projects at Harvard. She helped organize
the medical school’s division of addic-
tions and substance abuse and then the
University’s interfaculty program on
mind, brain, and behavior, both launched
by Hyman during his professorial days.
Her most recent assignment was manag-
ing the Hauser Center for Nonprofit 
Organizations at the Kennedy School.

Murray expects that the health initia-
tive will have refined its initial subjects of
inquiry by the end of the academic year.
In the meantime, he anticipates three
modes of action. The first is education. As
President Summers told an SPH gather-
ing in October, “I hope and I expect that
we will provide instruction to our under-
graduates in issues relating to global
health that will bring together in an in-
terdisciplinary way their thinking in the
social sciences and in the sciences in
much the same way that we do with issues
like environmental sciences.” (Discussion
within FAS is only exploratory so far, given
the current work on revising the College
curriculum overall.) Graduate and postdoc-

toral study would be augmented, too.
Second is a selection of research priori-

ties. Murray envisions comparative work,
possibly including American healthcare
and systems in other developed nations, as
well as those in the industrializing world,
and scholarship on problems of inequality.
Based on his meetings with colleagues
thus far, he can readily imagine involving
professors from SPH, the Medical School,
FAS, the Kennedy School, the Business
School, and the Law School, to “harness
the enormous advances that have come
and are coming” in biomedical research,
and more sophisticated social-science and
ethical analyses.

Finally, the initiative expects to pro-
mote large doses of international travel
and study abroad—for students and fac-
ulty members based in Massachusetts,
and for experts from other nations com-
ing to Harvard to collaborate. Bohen
terms this two-way process “engage-
ment.” She sees it as an important pilot
for the globalization of the University en-
visioned in the undergraduate curriculum
review—and so an initiative that crosses
Harvard boundaries and international
ones as well.

Creating Community,
On-line and Off
The weeks leading up to Thanksgiving
were especially busy for Harvard bloggers.

Robert John Bennett ’68, who’s writing a
novel on-line, posted chapters 4 through 12
of Part V (“Harvard—The Fourth Year”)
on his blog—short for Weblog, or on-line
journal. Another blogger, Cynthia Rock-
well, a sociology department sta≠ member
and freelance movie reviewer, debated the
value of scholarly film criticism: “Does this
kind of criticism illuminate, or does it
bleach raw? I don’t know. Do artists need
critics? I don’t know.” Harvard Law School
(HLS) librarian Vernica Downey used her
blog to remind readers about National
Children’s Book Week (“The theme this
year is ‘Free to Read’”). And in his blog,
Nathan Paxton cheered that month’s land-
mark state-court decision lifting the ban
on same-sex marriages. “This is great,” the
Ph.D. candidate in government wrote.

“The issue of the place of gays in our soci-
ety is going to be the hot-button culture-
wars issue of 2004.” 

Meanwhile, one particularly prolific
commentator, known on-line only as The
Redhead, waxed wistful about single life.
“How is it that some people find their
soulmates (if there is such a thing) at 16?”
she mused one bleak November afternoon.
“Where are all the beautiful souls in this
city (they’re too young, or they’re married,
or they’re smokers, or they’re in love with
someone else)? There’s no justice in the
universe.” 

Welcome to Weblogs at Harvard Law,
an experimental community where more
than 350 students, faculty and sta≠ mem-
bers, and alumni have signed up to pub-
licly express their thoughts about every-
thing from social issues to software, from
literature to love. Based at the Berkman
Center for Internet and Society, the initia-
tive is free and available to anyone with a
Harvard.edu e-mail address. And except
for a few private blogs limited to specific

classes, all Harvard-hosted blogs can be
read by anybody on the Web. 

Harvard’s blogging project stems from
a November 2002 conference, sponsored
by the Berkman Center, to examine the
University’s “digital identity.” Provost
Steven E. Hyman challenged those pre-
sent to use the Internet to unify their fa-
mously decentralized institution, build-
ing bridges among isolated departments
and schools. “The question became how
we could set up the di≠erent parts of
Harvard to talk to each other better,” says
center director John Palfrey ’94, J.D. ’01.
Participants also hoped to create exciting
new on-line communities and fresh ways
to use technology in teaching. 

With their grassroots appeal, blogs
seemed like a good first step. Shortly after
the conference, the center recruited a new
fellow, blogging pioneer Dave Winer, to
spearhead the on-line community. Winer’s
own tech-talk journal, DaveNet, was among
the Internet’s first blogs; founded in 1994, it
predated the term identifying it by several
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years. “I found this way of telling stories
that didn’t have a filter, and it worked,” says
Winer, who went on to found UserLand
Software Inc. of Los Altos, California, which
makes Web-publishing products, and to
launch an even better-known blog, Script-
ing News. After arriving at Harvard in early
2003, Winer quickly adapted his blogging
software, Manila, for the University’s
Weblog community and launched the pro-
gram in March. 

Blogs are public on-line journals, writ-
ten in reverse chronological order, with
the most recent entries at the top. Unlike
most graphic-rich Web sites, they consist
primarily of unadorned text and links to
other sites, although serious bloggers also
upload photographs, audio, and video.
Blogs usually present a single author’s
voice, but increasingly groups and organi-
zations are using the format as well: the
law school’s LL.M. class of ’04, the library
at Harvard’s Rowland Institute, and the
Berkman Center itself, among others,
maintain Weblogs. 

All are part of a fast-growing world-
wide community dubbed the “blogo-
sphere.” About five million blogs now
exist, according to Perseus Development
Corporation; the Braintree, Massachu-
setts-based market-research firm expects
that number to double before 2005. 

What draws people to blogging? First, of
course, they have something to say. “I blog
to talk, to let it out, to experiment with
words, to Be Heard,” The Redhead writes.
“I miss standing onstage in plays I believed
in; I miss projecting my voice across a thou-
sand seats. I’m loud for a reason. I have a lot
to say, and a strong set of lungs, and pas-
sion. And maybe out there, someone’s got a
question I can help answer.” 

In addition, blogging is refreshingly
simple, requiring virtually no technical
design know-how, or special software.
Harvard users simply go to the project’s
website (http://blogs.law.harvard.edu),
where they can create a blog in two or
three minutes by following the instruc-
tions. From there, they can post text,
links, and photographs as easily as they
send e-mail messages. 

Blogging is also a cheap—or, in the
Berkman Center’s case, free—form of pub-
lishing using existing space on University

computers. And from a user’s perspective,
it’s wonderfully liberated from editorial
interference. “You know that old saying
that freedom of the press belongs to who-
ever has the press?” Winer asks. “Now
everybody has the press.” 

As Harvard’s diverse blogger popula-
tion illustrates, “everybody” isn’t the
stereotypical bored, barely literate
teenager. Today lawyers, librarians, and
researchers use on-line journals for net-
working and sharing information; entre-
preneurs use them for marketing and cus-
tomer service; college professors and
students use them to extend in-class dis-
cussion. They’re increasingly popular
among journalists, too. Several correspon-
dents (and at least one Iraqi citizen) main-
tained high-profile blogs at the height of
last year’s war in Iraq, and Harvard’s Nie-
man Foundation for Journalism devoted a
chunk of the fall 2003 issue of its quarterly
magazine to examining the role of blogs in
newsrooms. Politicians are adopting blogs

as well. By late 2003, nearly every presi-
dential candidate had one, though most
real blogging was being done by campaign
sta≠ members. 

At Harvard, as elsewhere, blog styles
are as di≠erent as the people behind
them. Many are on-line diaries, often fea-
turing an on-line persona or alter ego. The
Redhead—who by mid November hadn’t
missed a single day of blogging since the
project’s launch—writes about anything
on her mind: her job, a class, a party, a
conversation, an observation. “I let myself
have fun, but I try to make sure there’s a
point,” she says. Sometimes she prepares
a single long entry first thing in the morn-
ing or late at night; sometimes she writes
several and posts quick-hit entries—one
or two sentences on a single topic, writ-
ten as rapidly as an e-mail message—
throughout her day. (Fortunately, The
Redhead, a.k.a. Wendy Koslow, is pro-
gram coordinator for the Berkman Cen-
ter, where occasional on-the-job blogging

Caught between its nondiscrimination policies and a federal law governing military
recruiting on campus, Harvard has decided not to file suit challenging the Solomon
Amendment.The amendment, enacted in 1996, has since 2001 been aggressively en-
forced at law schools around the country: military recruiters insist on the right to in-
terview applicants on campus (most had been accommodated at locations off cam-
pus), even though the armed services’ ban against homosexuals conflicts with schools’
policies prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.The government
wields a blunt enforcement tool: the ability to withhold research funding—for the
University, $416 million in fiscal year 2003, little of which supports work at Harvard
Law School (HLS).

In October, 47 of 81 HLS professors signed a letter to President Lawrence H. Sum-
mers urging Harvard to join a lawsuit by a consortium of 15 law schools styled the
Forum of Academic and Institutional Rights (FAIR). FAIR contests the amendment’s
constitutionality, arguing that the Defense Department’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy
violates the schools’ commitment to nondiscrimination.

In a late November letter to members of HLS Lambda, a student group, Summers
called the recent use of the amendment “unsound and corrosive public policy.” He
wrote that the underlying policy on military service “offends ideals of nondiscrimina-
tion and individual dignity” and deprives the armed forces of talented personnel, and
that threatened enforcement against universities which are “providing military re-
cruiters with effective access to students” is “draconian.” Considering all factors, how-
ever, he determined that Harvard would not confront the government “through the
quintessentially adversarial act of filing a lawsuit.”

Although Harvard will not litigate, faculty members may do so on behalf of the stu-
dents involved. Summers wrote of his full support of “the prerogative of interested in-
dividuals in the Law School community to pursue their arguments” as they see fit. The
University, meanwhile, will pursue political ways of making its case to the government.

Recruiting vs. Rights
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is not only permitted, but encouraged.)
Many Harvard bloggers specialize. Ver-

nica Downey, the HLS librarian, writes
primarily about research, rare books, and
children’s literature. Her blog, titled
“Thinking While Typing,” draws a small
but loyal audience of regular readers. “I’m
very popular among German librarians,
for some reason,” says Downey, who
writes primarily outside work. HLS fel-
low Christopher Lydon, a former public-
radio talk-show host, uses his site to ex-
plore the social and cultural e≠ects of
blogging. He posts extensive text and

audio interviews with leading bloggers,
including some of those managing the on-
line presidential campaigns. 

Some educators use blogs as teaching
tools. John Palfrey, a lecturer at both HLS
and the Extension School, posts syllabi,
reading materials, and lectures on class
blogs; he encourages, but doesn’t require,
students to use them. He views the tech-
nology as a way to extend the classroom
experience, and to provide a new forum
for people who might be too shy to speak
up in person. “This helps us explore how
people express themselves,” says Palfrey,
who also maintains an HLS blog on legal
issues.

One Harvard sta≠ member blogs to sup-
port a blossoming stage career. Erin Judge,
an assistant to two HLS professors by day,
does stand-up comedy in Boston-area
clubs at night. Her blog, “On Being (un)-
Funny,” prompts some people to see her
shows, she says. Its real strength, though,

is as a testing ground for new material.
“When I go onstage, I have five to seven
minutes. There’s no room to try out some-
thing you’re taking a risk on—certainly
not at first,” she says. “So I find it very
valuable to have this forum. I try to write
something of length three times a week.”
Then she collects feedback from regular
readers—friends, fellow comics, other
bloggers, her mother in Texas—and re-
vises her routines before performing them. 

Like other communities, Harvard’s
Weblog project relies on rules. Users can’t
run businesses or political campaigns

using the Univer-
sity’s technology,
and they can’t imply
that Harvard en-
dorses anything they
write. At the same
time, the project’s
coordinators—who
believe the experi-
ment will work only
if bloggers know
they can publish
freely—never censor
content. That is a
critical factor for
participants, who
tend to become pas-
sionate about free
speech. “I feel like I

can say whatever I want,” Judge says. “If
anybody else I know had a blog at the
place where they work, they wouldn’t feel
comfortable posting certain things.” 

Asked how coordinators would handle,
for instance, a blog containing hate
speech, Palfrey says that hasn’t been a
problem—yet. “The community is self-
policed, and that works remarkably well.” 

Until late October, the University hadn’t
interfered, either. But then College junior
Derek Slater posted internal memos from
Diebold Election Systems, an electronic
voting-machine manufacturer, on his blog.
The documents, which described possible
security flaws in the company’s equipment,
had already been widely circulated on-line.
After Slater posted them, Diebold com-
plained to Harvard, arguing that Slater—
and Harvard, as host—had violated U.S.
copyright law. Initially, Harvard told Slater
to “cease and desist” and warned him that,
in keeping with school policy, he would be

banned from University computer systems
for a year if it happened again. Slater,
backed by the Berkman Center, argued
that posting the memos fell within the
copyright law’s “fair use” provision. In No-
vember, Harvard’s general counsel agreed,
saying the University no longer considered
the matter a violation. Diebold later
dropped the complaint.

Despite blogging’s popularity, it has
some drawbacks. The biggest problem:
many blogs are downright boring. The
worst o≠enders take the most mundane
material imaginable and share it with the
world. One typical example, from a Har-
vard-hosted blog: “After approximately 20
years of use, my GE toaster oven broke last
night. Today I went to Target to buy a new
one….They had a very nice Black & Decker
toaster oven for $29.99 and I purchased it.
My mother purchased a toaster oven for
less about a year ago. However, hers does
n0t work. But she won’t admit it.” 

Another pitfall: abandonment. Perseus,
the market-research company, says two-
thirds of all blogs languish unattended
(which researchers define as having no
posts for two months), while one-quarter
are “one-day wonders,” created and then
forgotten. Not surprisingly, the Harvard
project’s directory is littered with appar-
ently abandoned blogs. In one case, an in-
coming freshman kept a detailed diary of
his first few days on campus this past fall,
even creating Dickens-style headings for
his chapters (“In Which I Do Something
Entirely Unexpected”). By the following
week, though, he’d apparently lost inter-
est; he never blogged again. 

Because the Web is a public medium,
bloggers occasionally attract unwanted
attention. Koslow’s high-spirited site
briefly attracted a male fan whose con-
stant e-mail messages made her uncom-
fortable. “I e-mailed him and said, ‘Please
don’t contact me anymore,’” says Koslow,
who doesn’t know whether the man was
part of the Harvard community. “The sec-
ond time I did that, it worked.” The expe-
rience made her more cautious about
posting personal information: she took
her work e-mail address o≠ the blog and
now uses nicknames or initials when re-
ferring to friends and colleagues. 

Despite the growing pains, most blog-
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Blogging pioneer Dave
Winer, a Harvard Law
School fellow, heads the
University's experimen-
tal Weblog community. 
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gers remain true believers in their
medium’s value and promise. Downey, for
instance, feels guilty if she gets so busy
she goes several days without blogging.
When that happens, she says, she posts a
message letting readers know “I’m still
here; this Weblog hasn’t been abandoned.”
Once she decided to take a break from
blogging, perhaps permanently—but she
missed it so much she found herself back
on-line within a week. 

Coordinators can’t yet say whether Har-
vard’s blog project is, in fact, building in-
tellectual bridges on campus. “It’s way too
early to declare victory,” Palfrey says. But it
is building community. Some participants
have become fast friends o≠-line, gathering
for weekly meetings at the law school. In
October, many attended the HLS-spon-
sored BloggerCon, a conference that at-
tracted 150 participants from as far away as
Japan. Meanwhile, Palfrey says, Stanford

Law School expects to o≠er Weblogs to all
its students, beginning this fall.

On-line, many Harvardians faithfully
stop by fellow participants’ blogs to read
and comment on each other’s postings. “I
feel like my blog has a little neighborhood,”
says Koslow. Dave Winer, project coordi-
nator and medium pioneer, skims maybe a
dozen blogs daily. “Every one of them is a
teacher of mine,” he says, “and they teach
me something new every day.” 

Peter G. Rowe, dean of Harvard’s Graduate School of Design
(GSD) since 1992, announced in October his intention to step
down at the end of this academic year. In a letter that thanked
the GSD community for a “school-wide effort” in enabling many
of the achievements of his deanship, he explained that his deci-
sion was “largely for personal and professional reasons, but also
in the belief that the Design School is in an excellent position
and should now contemplate the next broad steps in its future
development.”

Under Rowe’s leadership, the number of senior faculty has
more than doubled and the faculty as a whole has increased by
40 percent. At the same time, Rowe told this magazine, the stu-
dent body has grown only about 15 percent, so the student-fac-
ulty ratio, which “wasn’t bad before,” is now “much better than
it was.” Advanced-degree programs have doubled in size and
broadened in scope during Rowe’s 12-year tenure, a profes-
sional program in urban planning has been added, and “both the
professional and international scope of the school’s academic
activities” have been “broadened and enlarged significantly.”
Three research centers have been established or reorganized
from other units: the Center for Urban Development Studies;
the Center for Design Informatics; and the Center for Technol-
ogy and the Environment. Most recently, the school has become
home to a new interfaculty initiative in real estate and urban de-
velopment that has been designed to promote research in these
and related subjects across the University.

Rowe says that the school operates well at its present size,
with approximately 500 students, 60 full-time-equivalent faculty,
and 100 staff. “We are pretty productive as a unit,” he explains,
“and fit well with the physical facilities of the school and the
program needs as we understand them now.”

There are, nevertheless, several areas where the school could
expand its academic offerings if it wished to under a new dean,
Rowe points out. The first of these is in the area of design, tech-
nology, and new materials: “use of smart materials, microenvi-
ronmental control, the interaction between building processes
and computer-aided design, and robotics—all recent technologi-
cal accoutrements of building.” This entails “looking at things
more microscopically than before.” GSD, he notes, already has a
very good technology faculty with interests that gravitate to

these areas. At the
other end of the
scale of possibilities
for future study is
the phenomenon of
regionalization, be-
yond the scope of
cities and metropoli-
tan areas. This trend
is seen particularly
in East Asia, an area
that is very familiar
to Rowe, an Aus-
tralian who studies
how Western cul-
tural concepts of
modernity are being
extended and trans-
formed in rapidly
urbanizing parts of that region.

Both these areas—the one narrower and the other wider in
focus than is traditional for schools of architecture, planning, and
landscape architecture—could become tracks within existing
degree programs, Rowe suggests. If they became full-blown pro-
grams, however, or if other programs were developed and
added to the 10 now offered, that would enlarge the student
body, possibly increase the size of the faculty, and create a need
for more space. Because GSD is “somewhat tight on space
now,” he says, “the costs associated with pushing the school up
in scale are fairly substantial—it would mean new buildings, in
addition to human resources.”

President Lawrence H. Summers praised Rowe for “recruiting
extraordinary scholars and practitioners, focusing on significant
new areas of research, and improving [the school’s] facilities.
....[M]ultidisciplinary centers of study and training like the Har-
vard Design School,” he said, “have a tremendously important
role to play, both in pushing the boundaries of the art and sci-
ence of design and in reflecting critically on the state of our built
environment.” Summers will appoint a faculty advisory group to
assist him in seeking a new dean.

Design Dean to Step Down

Peter G. Rowe
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